
Five facts about Customer Loyalty Marketing that you probably didn’t
know...

1. Customer Loyalty marketing is driving revenue for you 
The great philosopher and economist, Vilfredo Pareto, created a mathematical formula to describe the unequal distribution
of wealth and noted that income is distributed in what we now know as the Pareto Principle.
(https://betterexplained.com/articles/understanding-the-pareto-principle-the-8020-rule/)  Using the Pareto principle, 80% of your
revenue is generated by the 20% of your loyal customers.  Customer Loyalty and subsequent retention have, in fact, been cited
by 70% of service businesses as a critical factor of business growth.

2. Customer Loyalty programs can turn the apathetic into the loyal 
Loyalty is a complex function of product and Brand experience, but you probably already know that.  However, do you know
that a Loyalty program can create Loyalty for your Brand?  80% of the 3,162 respondents of a Loyalty study said they were
more likely to do business with vendors that offered a Loyalty program of some sort.  What’s fascinating is that 29% of the
6000+ respondents of another survey, The Loyalty Report (2015), said they would not have been loyal to a Brand if not for its
Loyalty program.

3. Content is the king, even in Customer Loyalty marketing 
The Loyalty Report (2015) also found that relevant Brand communication in Customer Loyalty marketing boosts satisfaction
significantly.  Loyalty-program members who found communication to be relevant were 4.6 times happier and satisfied with
the Brand than those who found the communication otherwise.

4. Go mobile or go home 
52% of respondents from The-Loyalty-Report survey spoke of mobile devices being a preferred medium of communicating
with Brands. Millennials are in fact, expecting Brands to shift their Loyalty marketing to a mobile application. In addition, 59%
respondents from the Loyalty study said dedicated apps for the Loyalty program made them “much more likely” or “very likely”
to become a member. However, a non mobile membership into the program should also be available.

5. Perks matter, social rewards not so much 
The Loyalty study found 57.4% customers joined Loyalty programs to save money and 37.5% to receive rewards. A majority
(36.8%) spoke in favor of the tried-and-tested Loyalty-program method, card-based programs and 33.3% favored digital
programs.

The Loyalty Report says discounts and perks such as distinguished events, status, access or experiences are the desired
rewards customers expect for their Loyalty. In a world that’s increasingly becoming social, it is interesting to note however that
social rewards have no positive influence on the motivations of customers for joining Loyalty programs.

The Loyalty study found 43.8% customers said social rewards made them “less likely” to join a Loyalty program. Another 39.5%
said such rewards made them “much less likely” to join!  For the time being, sticking to card-based programs while venturing
into mobile programs seems a safe alternative.

Loyalty programs are only as effective as the accurate customer data that you maintain.  Successful programs have Customer
Service available to answer questions, update records and assist new guests with sign up.

For personalized service to meet your individuals needs, we can help!
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